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ABSTRACT
Rule-based text rewriting is a form of language processing where a given input
text/string is rewritten to a new output form using some form of knowledge base
plus contextual rules. Contextual rewrite dictionaries, to be defined below, represent a
general input format for such knowledge bases with contextual rules. We present an al-
gorithm for translating a given contextual rewrite dictionary into an f-transducer. This
transducer can be applied to input texts, realizing the intended form of text rewrit-
ing. F-transducers are deterministic transducers that use failure transitions in order
to reduce the size. A second algorithm is given for composing f-transducers. Using
composition, cascaded forms of text rewriting can be realized in a single run over the
input text. Put together, a general system for rule-based text rewriting is obtained.
The strength of the approach relies on four points. First, the translation algorithm
is highly optimized: using the algorithm even huge knowledge bases with contextual
conditions can be efficiently converted into f-transducers. Second, since f-tranducers
act in a deterministic way a very efficient form of text rewriting is obtained. Third,
f-transducers can also be directly applied to text streams. Fourth, composition and
the general format of contextual rewrite dictionaries guarantee high flexibility as to the
forms of text (stream) rewriting that can be realized.
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